
Marriage on Mission 

1. Disclaimer: Listed title of “Marriage on Mission” with focus on healthy marriages and healthy careers. 

 a. actually we will be focusing primarily  on healthy marriages 

  1. goal for this morning: to wet your appetite 

   a. a marriage on mission is a marriage working toward health 

   b. great question:  How do we move toward health in our marriages? 

 

2.  We will be using 8 insights from “The Meaning of Marriage” by Pastor Tim Keller as our framework 

this morning. 

 

3.  Any meaningful discussion on marriage must begin with a good working definition  

 a. Our working definition for the purpose of this morning’s discussion is Keller’s 

  1. “a lifelong, monogamous relationship between a man and a woman.  According to the bible, God 

devised marriage to reflect the saving love for us in Christ, to refine our character, to create stable 

human community for the birth and nurture of children, and to accomplish all this by bringing the 

complementary sexes into an enduring whole life union.” 

 

4. Marriage insight number 1 

 a. Marriage is glorious but hard! 

   A HEALTHY MARRIAGE HAS POWER! 

  ***can set the tenor/ course of your life 

   ***can effect your work life/ your practice- why we want to speak to marriage on mission 

   ***in troubled times when all is not well in Camelot 

         ***we can live in strength we normally would not have 

   MARRIAGE DESCRIPTIVES: beautiful, wonderful, blissful, glorious 

   REALITY: tough, painful, heavenly sandpaper rubbing off our rough edges 

   YEILDS: beauty, wonder, mystery, adventure, God’s glory 

    

   THIS IS WHERE THE HARD WORK BEGINS: 

   ***individually we bring our natural instincts into the union 



   Marriage- learn to mesh passions/ desires and learn to serve each other 

   ***2 broken/ flawed people uniting in oneness (imagine that) 

   ***to create a place/ space of stability, love, consolation (all in a hostile world) 

   ***Biblical marriage there is no choosing between fulfillment or sacrifice 

         ***the choice is both mutual fulfillment and mutual sacrifice 

   PICTURE CHRIST ON THE CROSS 

   ***He did not choose to come down from the cross because we were too hard to deal with! 

   ***He did not leave us on our own- provided the Holy Spirit to help fight against our sin nature 

   ***Holy Spirit counters our self-centeredness intrinsic to our sinful nature 

         ***allows us to operate in strength! 

 

TO HAVE A MARRIAGE THAT SINGS REQUIRES A SPIRIT- CREATED ABILITY TO SERVE…  THE SPIRIT’S 

WORK OF MAKING THE GOSPEL REAL TO THE HEART WEAKENS THE SELF- CENTEREDNESS OF THE 

SOUL…THE DEEP HAPPINESS THAT MARRIAGE CAN BRING, THEN LIES, ON THE FAR SIDE OF SACRIFICIAL 

SERVICE IN THE POWER OF THE SPIRIT.  TIM KELLER 

 ***Isn’t that a whole lot like practice ownership! 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Marriage insight number 2 

 b. Marriage unites neighbors/strangers 

  1.  I (Gary) have been married to 5 different women! 

  2. When we “fall in love” we think we love the person, but we don’t really 

   a. We can’t know the person right away 

    1. that takes years 

   b. At first, we actually love the “idea” of the person 

    1. always, at first, one dimensional and somewhat mistaken 

   c. marriage brings us into more intense proximity to my spouse than any other relationship can 



   d. over time we experience “seasons” 

    1. we have to learn to love a person we didn’t marry 

     a. something of a stranger 

    2. we have to make changes that we don’t want to make and so will our spouse (according to Stanley 

Hauerwas) 

    3. the primary problem in many marriages: 

     a. “learning to love and care for the stranger to whom I find myself married” 

  e. Marriage brings out and reveals traits in us that were there all along 

   1. but were hidden from everyone, including us 

    a. but now they are all seen by our spouse 

     1. in marriage, we are exposed! 

     2. our mask and finery are stripped away 

     3. marriage does not so much bring us into confrontation with our spouse as it confronts us with 

ourselves. 

 

 

6. Marriage insight number 3 

 a.  Marriage requires mutual grace 

Working with the topic of marriage with millennials as a Baby Boomer 

***will my age have negative consequences? 

***will they ever open up/ talk/ trust us? 

***as a group, can we all be fully known and fully loved? 

Baby Boomers 

***notorious for wearing masks 

***when life is not perfect, there is a lot of pretending 

Gary and I kicked off the group with our life map…. 

***life story with transparency 

***there were tears, laughter, and some jaws dropped 

***would we be fully loved now that we are fully known?  



***1 couple shared their life map each meeting 

***IT WAS A GAME CHANGER!!! 

***all were fully known now 

***accountability time functioned with honesty of sin struggles, victories, prayer… 

INTRODUCTION OF STAGES OF COMMUNITY: 

1. HONEYMOON STAGE:  THIS IS AWESOME 

2. DIFFERENTIATION: WOW, WE ARE DIFFERENT 

3. ACCEPTANCE: (PIVITOL STAGE) DEFFERENCES ARE GOOD, DIVERSITY IS GOOD 

4. COMMUNITY: WE NEED AND LOVE EACH OTHER, SACRIFICIAL LOVING/ NOTHING IN RETURN 

 

ISN’T THAT A LOT LIKE MARRIAGE: WE WANT TO BE FULLY KNOWN/ LOVED- THEN COME THE STAGES! 

***IT REQUIRES US TO FACE THE TRUTH ABOUT OURSELVES AND OTHERS/ SPOUSE 

***IT IS HARD!!! 

 

TIM KELLER: 

TO BE LOVED BUT NOT KNOWN IS COMFORTING BUT SUPERFICIAL. 

TO BE KNOWN AND NOT LOVED IS OUR GREATEST FEAR. 

BUT TO BE FULLY KNOWN AND TRULY LOVED IS, WELL, A LOT LIKE BEING LOVED BY GOD. 

IT IS WHAT WE NEED MORE THAN ANYTHING. 

IT LIBERATES US FROM PRETENSE, HUMBLES US OUT OF OUR SELF RIGHTEOUSNESS, AND FORTIFIES US 

FOR ANY DIFFICULTY LIFE CAN THROW US. 

_______________ 

TIM KELLER: 

LOVE WITHOUT TRUTH IS SENTIMENTALITY; IT SUPPORTS/ AFFIRMS US BUT KEEPS US IN DENIAL ABOUT 

OUR FLAWS. 

TRUTH WITHOUIT LOVE IS HARSHNESS; IT GIVES US INFORMATION BUT IN A WAY THAT WE CANNOT 

REALLY HEAR IT 

 

WHY WE NEED GRACE: 

TRUTH WITHOUT LOVE RUINS ONESS 



LOVE WITHOUT TRUTH GIVES THE ILLUSION OF UNITY BUT ACTUALLY STOPS THE JOURNEY 

GRACE COMBINES TRUTH AND LOVE 

WITHOUIT GRACE 

***COUPLES STAY AWAY FROM TRUTH- IT HURTS TOO MUCH 

***OR COUPLES ATTACK EACH OTHER 

GARY AND I CALL IT “SPRINKLING GRACE.” 

 

TIM KELLER 

ONE OF THE MOST BASIC SKILLS IN MARRIAGE IS THE ABILITY TO TELL THE STRAIGHT, UNVARNEISHED 

TRUTH ABOUT WHAT YOUR SPOUSE HAS DONE- AND THEN, COMPLETELY UN-SELFRIGHTEOUSLY, AND 

JOYOUSLY EXPRESS FORGIVENESS WITHOUT A SHRED OF SUPERORITY. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Insight number 4 

 a.  Marriage revolves around service 

  1. Submit to one another out of reverence for Christ.     Ephesians 5:21 

   a. Submission leads us to a loss of pride and self-will. 

    1. we learn to serve others by the power of the Holy Spirit 

     a. enables us to have the power to face the challenges of marriage 

     b. with a servant heart we can freely give and feely receive 

  b.  Self-centeredness 

   1. an unwillingness to serve or minister to my spouse 

   2. often a component at the base of many marital problems 

   3. the essence of sin:   living for ourselves. 



   4. when both spouses take responsibility for their own selfishness, there are the prospects for a truly 

great marriage. 

    a. personal testimony 

     1. “the crazy cycle”  1st 25 years of our marriage 

     2. downward spiral because of selfishness 

    b.  when we “deny ourselves”, by the power of the Holy Spirit it is liberating 

     1. “Spirit-generated selflessness” is not thinking less of our self or more of our self but thinking of our 

self less. 

 

 

 

8. Marriage insight number 5 

 a. Marriage is a covenant of action 

GENESIS 1: 

***see different but complimentary things made to work together 

      ***heaven/ earth   ***sea/ land      ***God/ humanity 

***brilliance of God’s creation 

     ***paired together, generate more life/beauty through their relationships 

 

GENESIS 2: 

***climax= creating/ uniting of male/ female 

***each have unique/ noninterchangeable glories/ (gifts/ abilities) 

      ***they can see/ do things the other cannot 

 

SEX CREATED: 

***to mingle these strengths/ glories 

***within the context of a life long covenant of marriage 



 

 

MARRIAGE: 

***Established by God as a covenant: 

      ***”She is thy companion, and the wife of thy covenant” Malachi 2:14 

 

COVENANT: 

***Strong’s Concordance: In the sense of cutting, a compact made by 

passing between pieces of flesh… 

 

GENESIS 15:10, 17-18 

***God’s covenant with Abraham.  God instructed Abraham to select 

sacrifices, God sends a smoking furnace/ burning lamp to pass between the 

pieces and then made the covenant. 

 

JEREMIAH 34:13,18 

***When God brought the Israelites out of slavery in Egypt, He established 

a covenant with them in which the people were to pass between the pieces 

of a calf. 

 

 

1. COVENANT- based on trust between two parties 

     CONTRACT- based on distrust 

2.  COVENANT- based on unlimited responsibility 

     CONTRACT- based on limited liability 

3.  COVENANT- cannot be broken if new circumstances occur 



      CONTRACT- voided by mutual consent 

 

 

WEDDING TRADITIONS REFLECTIVE OF A COVENANT: 

1.  Ushers seat family/ friends of bride and groom on opposite sides… 

      symbolizes “cutting covenant” by passing through the middle of all the  

      sacrifices which the family/ friends have made in order for the bride and 

      groom to enter into this covenant 

2.  White runner… 

      Symbol of walking on holy ground.  Covenant is made in the presence of  

      God, he is involved in the agreement, and joins them together. 

      Exodus 3:5  take off your sandals, for place where you are standing is 

      holy ground. 

3.  Groom enters ceremony 1st… 

      He is the covenant initiator and assumes greater responsibility/ fulfill 

      God initiated covenants with Noah, Abraham, David, and a covenant of  

      Salvation with us.  He is still at work to fulfill His covenants. 

 

***Our wedding vows are: 

      ***witness to our present love 

      ***mutually binding promise of our future love 

 

Sex: “covenant renewal ceremony” 

***rekindle the heart, renew the commitment 

***unique way of saying 



      ***I belong completely, permanently, exclusively to you 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

9. Marriage insight number 6 

 a. Marriage has a sanctifying mission 

  1.  We were created in God’s image.   Genesis 1:26 

   a.  that means we were designed for relationships 

     1. vertical – God 

     2. but also horizontal – human beings 

  2. Keller: “Marriage is for helping each other to become our future glory selves, the new creation that 

God will eventually make us.” 

 

  3.  “Spiritual Friendship” 

   a.  Common marital vision and passion 

    1. an indestructible steel cable 

   b.  eagerly helping one another know, serve, love and resemble God in deeper and deeper ways 

    1. “I see your flaws, imperfections, weaknesses, dependencies….but underneath them all I see 

growing the person God wants you to be.” 

   c.  our spouse as our best friend 

 

 4.  What does it mean to “fall in love” (within a Christian vision for marriage)? 



  a. we get a glimpse of the person God is creating 

   1. “I see who God is making you, and it excites me!” 

       “I want to be a part of that.” 

       “I want to partner with you and God in the journey you are taking to His throne.” 

       “When we get there, I will look at your magnificence and say, ‘I always knew you could be like this.  I 

got a glimpse of it on earth, but now look at you!’” 

   2. We are a vehicle for the work God is doing in our spouse. 

   3.  We envision the day: 

    a. we are standing together before God 

    b. we are seeing each other presented in spotless beauty and glory 

 

5. process of sanctification:  refinement, glorification 

 a. byproducts:  romance, sexual intimacy, laughter, plain fun. 

 

 6. commitment to our spouse’s holiness 

   a. keeps a marriage going 

  7. experience of marriage will unveil the beauty and depths of the gospel to you. 

   a. it will drive you to further reliance on it. 

 

  8. a greater understanding of the gospel 

   a. helps couples experience deeper union with each other as the years go on 

   b. marriage is both painful and wonderful 

    1. because it is a reflection of the gospel, which is painful and wonderful at once. 

 

 

10. Marriage insight number 7 

 a. Marriage necessitates understanding 

Understanding 

Lifelong Marriage Process 



 

1st married- have our own ideas of: 

*** gender roles/ rather romantic… and expectations 

God’s intent: 

***couple come together to build civilization/ culture 

***neither sex has ability to fulfill this alone 

***only in complimentary union can mankind achieve God’s 

      purposes 

***Differences can turn into opportunities- to be settled 

***Requires a full embrace of each other 

***Accept/ struggle with the otherness of our spouse 

RESULT: GROW IN WAYS WE NEVER KNEW POSSIBLE 

 

THREE HOT BUTTONS OF MARRIAGE 

CHALLENGING UNDERSTANDING 

 

1. SEX: COVERED AS A COVENANT RENEWAL 

2. FINANCES: SHARED BUDGET/BOTH UNDERSTAND 

DAVE RAMSEY: PEACE UNIVERSITY 

QUICKEN/ MINT 

3. COMMUNICATION 

***INVOLVES ACTIVE LISTENING 

      

 



GOAL OF COMMUNICATION IS MUTUAL 

UNDERSTANDING 

ROMANS 12:18 

“IF IT IS POSSIBLLE, AS FAR AS IT DEPENDS, LIVE 

WITH PEACE WITH EVERYONE.” 

 

I PETER 3:7 

“HUSBANDS, LIVE WITH YOUR WIVES IN AN 

UNDERSTANDING WAY…” 

 

 

 

 

 

ACTIVE LISTENING 

 

 YOU ARE NOT LISTENING TO ME WHEN… 
You say you have an answer to my problem before I finish 

telling you my problem. 

You cut me off before I have finished speaking. 

You finish my sentences for me. 

You tell me about your experiences, making mine 

unimportant. 

You refuse my thanks, saying you really haven’t done 

anything. 

 

YOU ARE LISTENING TO ME WHEN… 

You try to understand me, even when I am not 

making any sense.  

You grasp my point of view, even when it’s against 

your own sincere convictions. 



You do not take my problem from me but allow me to 

deal with it in my own way. 

You do not offer my religious solace when I am not 

ready for it. 

You give me room to discover for myself what is really 

going on. 

 

 

ONE OF THE BEST WAYS OF IMPROVING YOUR 

MARRIAGE IS TO DRAW A CIRCLE AROUND 

YOURSELF AND WORK ON CHANGING EVERONE 

INSIDE THE CIRCLE. 

 

 

NEGATIVE COMMUNICATION PATTERNS: 

***WITHDRAW/ AVOID 

***ESCALATE 

***NEGATIVELY INTERPRET 

***INVALIDATE 

 

What topics, when brought up by others, heats you up 

the quickest? 

What is your physical, mental, emotional reaction 

when you get frustrated? 

How do you initially react in an argument? 

 

 

 

 

 

 



HEDGES 

HEALTHY COUPLES ARE PROACTIVE ABOUT 

PUTTING HEDGES OF PROTECTION AROUND THEIR 

MARRIAGES 

 

***FRIENDS IN MARRIAGE 

      ***ENCOURAGES YOU 

      ***IN COMMUNITY WITH YOU: FULLY KNOWN  

            AND FULLY LOVED 

      ***SAME VALUES, LOVE JESUS 

***RECOGNIZE VULNERABLITIY 

      ***NOT ABOVE TEMPTATION 

      ***NOT ABOVE MEDIOCRE MARRIAGE 

***”US” 

      ***DO NOT WANT TO…BUT WILL FOR US 

***TIME AND ATTENTION 

      ***MORNING CHECK IN OR EVENING CHECK IN 

      ***ONE FUN NIGHT A WEEK 

      ***WHAT ARE YOU DOING WEEKLY 

             WALKING, DINNER…. 

      ***WHAT ARE YOU DOING QUARTERLY? 

             ***GETTING AWAY/ HOUSE TRADE 

      ***WHAT ARE YOU DOING YEARLY? 

             ***WEEKEND GET AWAY 

                    ***ONE FUN DAY, ONE DAY GOAL 

SETTING 

 

COMMUNICATION IS A LIFE LONG PROCESS.   

SPRINKLE GRACE ON EACH OTHER. 

START BY DRAWING THE CIRCLE AROUND 

YOURSELF! 



         

             

11. Marriage insight number 8 

  a. Marriage is not the “end all be all” 

   1. We should be neither overly elated by getting married nor overly disappointed by not being so. 

    a. because Christ is the only spouse that can truly fulfill us and God’s family the only family that will 

truly embrace and satisfy us. 

 

  b.  The Christian hope 

   1. makes it possible for singles to live fulfilled lives without a spouse or children 

   2. it is also an impetus for people to marry and have children and not be afraid to bring them into this 

dark world. 

   3. without a deeply fulfilling love relationship with Christ now, and hope in a perfect love relationship 

with Him in the future: 

    a. people will put too much pressure on marriage to fulfill them 

   4. guard from: 

    a. idolizing marriage 

    b. idolizing the independence or personal fulfillment that keeps one from marrying. 

 

 

 

Resources: 

The Meaning of Marriage    Timothy Keller 
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Sheet Music       Kevin Leman 

   

    


